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Abstract. This manuscript is concerning to investigate numerical solutions for different classes
including parabolic, elliptic and hyperbolic partial differential equations of arbitrary order (PDEs).
The proposed technique depends on some operational matrices of fractional order differentiation
and integration. To compute the mentioned operational matrices, we apply shifted Jacobi polynomials in two dimension. Thank to these matrices, we convert the PDE under consideration to
an algebraic equation which is can be easily solved for unknown coefficient matrix required for the
numerical solution. The proposed method is very efficient and need no discretization of the data
for the proposed PDE. The approximate solution obtain via this method is highly accurate and
the computation is easy. The proposed method is supported by solving various examples from well
known articles.
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1. Introduction
Many phenomenons and problems in biology, physics, chemistry, dynamics, fluid mechanics, optical technology,etc and in engineering disciplines are modeled by partial differential equations. The mentioned equations arise in numbers of scientific models like
propagation of water waves, long waves and chemical reaction diffusion equations, for detail see [7, 29, 36, 40, 41, 41].
Recently, considerable attention has been given to study partial differential equations with
non-integer order rather than classical order. Because in many situations, fractional order
partial differential equations (FPDEs) modeled real worlds phenomenons more accurately
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